
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 

FLUENT LANGUAGES 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 

Date of Birth: 05-03-2000 

Hindi & English 

 

 

 

1.   SKILLS  

 

➢ Html 

➢ CSS 

➢ JavaScript 

➢ Bootstrap 

➢ Node JS 

➢ Express JS 

➢ MongoDB 

➢ Core Java 

➢ Figma 

 
2. TECHNICAL SKILLS 

 
➢ Visual Studio Code 

➢ Eclipse IDE 

➢ Visual Studio 

➢ GitHub 

 

 

 

   SHANKAR 

RAVIDAS 

Address: SR Nagar, Hyderabad, Telangana Pin: 500038 
Phone. No: 7562987012 

Gmail ID: ismartshankar809@gmail.com 

Portfolio: https://shankar-portfolio.netlify.app/ 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shankar-ravidas-2a4171207 

 
 

ABOUT ME 

 
I am Shankar Ravidas, an aspiring Web UI Full Stack who is trying to seek a role to 

enhance skill and explore my technical knowledge in your company. 

  

CAREER OBJECTIVE 

 
I want to be a part of renewed organization & to contribute towards the growth of the 

organization based on my personal capabilities by learning from the new exposure 

within the structured frame of work. 

WORK EXPERIENCE (Personal Projects) 

 
1. ONLINE SHOPPING APPLICATION (OSA) 

Understanding how to design a shopping online application that allows 

customers to browse, filter, sort products and create a custom shopping 

cart. 
2. ONLINE VIDEO TUTORIAL LIBRARY (OVL) 

Understanding how to design a Video Library like YouTube application 

that allows admin to upload, modify and delete videos. Customers can 

watch videos after registering and login. 

Technologies Used: 

Front End: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, BootStrap 

Backend: Node JS, Express JS, and MongoDB  

3. Xpress bees Pvt Ltd. 
Dispute Analyst (Dec 2022 to Mar 2023) 

Xpress bees is a logistic company they provide services to 

ecommerce companies like meesho, so those who used to buy 

products from meesho and those who used to get stolen in it had to 

check whether it was stolen or not. After completing one month. I 

got an opportunity to handle a team as a team leader so that was a 

great opportunity for me. 

4. Internship 
Smart online Academy, 3 Months 

I have completed an internship in webpage designing. During the  

internship I worked on different modules of assigned project. 

and demonstrated good skills in webpage designing. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION (BCA) 

AISECT UNIVERSITY 

Passing Year: 2022 

Marks: 72% 

Hazaribagh, Jharkhand  
 

DECLERATION 

I hereby confirm that the information provided in this form is true & correct to the best 

of my knowledge. 

 
Date: Place: Hyderabad 

Shankar Ravidas 
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